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Walnut high fidely cabinet

The principle is the use of local wood and

objects handcrafted in Fene (A Coruña,

Galicia, Spain, EU). This method allows control

of the origin of the timber, and the

implementation of a due diligence system and

the Timber Regulation of the European Union ;

while promoting local investment and reducing

the transport footprint. The timber has been

drying for two years.

Design

This cabinet is made of walnut with only

solid hardwood (no plywood,

or vinyl on MDF). The height

of the turntable tabletop is

91 cm and three more shelves

have room for standard audio

components (465 × 380 ×

260 mm). The structure is

build in one solid unit of glued

joints for rigidity, without

screws or spikes. The 14 mm

wooden shelves could be

replaced with 10 mm clear

plywood (other woods) or

10 mm glass for contrast. The

turntable tabletop is supported

by three little pegs.

Process

The boards have been joined by hand and

run through a thickness planer. I used mainly

hand tools (chisel, planes, saws...) and only

two stationary machines: the band saw and the

thickness planer.

Finish

For economic and ecological reasons, I kept

the sapwood that had been protected

against wood borers. The sapwood has been

dyed with walnut dye, protected with shellac

and two coats of acrylic varnish.

Details

All the joints are mortise and

tenon, although lateral ones are

shorter double floating tenons.

The solid wood tabletop is

supported by three little pegs for

stability. The structure is not

modular. Legs

in one piece

increase

rigidity.

Other tools

Drawings and the article have been

created with the following software and

operating system: Debian Jessie GNU/Linux,

FreeCAD, Scribus, Blender, AutoCAD 2000 (on

Windows 2000 with VirtualBox) or LibreCAD

or BricsCAD, LibreOffice, Firefox, Inkscape and

Gimp. The downloadable plans and this article

are free.

By

Jorge Fernández López
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About me

I'm not a furniture maker,

just a selftaught amateur

woodworker; who enjoys

forest and environment. I

work in my little shop, only

when I receive a dead tree

from a pruning, a bent or

short log without commercial

value; I might outline the

idea.




